We introduce a typed Tc-calculus where strong normalisation is ensured by typability. Strong normalisation is a useful property in many computational contexts, including distributed systems. In spite of its simplicity, our type discipline captures a wide class of converging name-passing interactive behaviour. The proof of strong normalisability combines methods from typed h-calculi and linear logic with process-theoretic reasoning. It is adaptable to systems involving state and other extensions. Strong normalisation is shown to have significant consequences, including finite axiomatisation of weak bisimilarity, a fully abstract embedding of the simply-typed h-calculus with products and sums and basic liveness in interaction.
Introduction
Background The formal study of types in programming languages and computational calculi has led to the understanding that types can ensure a wide range of desirable computational properties, ranging from error-free execution to logical specification of program behaviour. One important property in this context, widely found in typed hcalculi, is stro-ong riorniulisurion (SN), which says that computation in programs necessarily terminates regardless of evaluation strategy. This is interesting from a logical viewpoint especially because, by the correspondence between proofs and programs, SN of certain h-calculi implies consistency of the corresponding logical systems. For this rea- 
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son functional calculi and logics have been the main focus in the study of strong normalisability so far.
The significance of SN is, however, not limited to this traditional setting. SN is also interesting in the context of communicating processes. As an example, consider a distributed client-server interaction: when a client requests some service, s h e may naturally wish the computation on the server's side to terminate and return an answer. SN is thus a basic requirement for, say, interaction between banks and their customers. As another example, the resource preservation guaranteed by SN has been one of the main reasons for Gunter and his colleagues to develop their typed programming language for active networks (PLAN) [15, 33] on (he basis of a simply typed h-calculus. Such languages require primitives for communication and concurrency. This suggests a systematic effort to extend the accumulated theories of functional SN types to the realm of interactivity is a worthwhile endeavour.
We are thus motivated to reposition and study strong normalisability in the context of process theory. In particular, is there a basic typed process calculus in which strongly normalising functional calculi are faithfully embeddable'? By faithful, we mean that typability of the encoding automatically ensures strong normalisability of the source calculus. More ambitiously, can we obtain exact semantic correspondence, including full abstraction and full completeness'? Obtaining affirmative answers to these questions would not be of mere theoretical interest: as typed h-calculi offer a basic theory of procedure calls, a fundamental abstraction in programming, embeddability of SN functional calculi would capture interactive behaviour powerful enough to involve non-trivial procedural calls while maintaining SN. Exploration of strong normalisability in this broader context might also shed new light on typed functional computation itself.
The present work is a trial in this direction, introducing a typed n-calculus in which the first-order strongly normalising h-calculi are fully abstractly embeddable. The type discipline simply adds the minimum form of causal chains to the system introduced in [8] where we established a fully abstract encoding of PCF. This small addition radi-cally changes the class of typable process behaviour, turning possibly diverging computation into a strongly normalising one. As would be imagined by the embeddability of typed h-calculi, the proof of SN is non-trivial, defying naive structural induction. We adapt methods developed for strongly normalising h-calculi [6, 13, 371 , combined with process-algebraic reasoning [8, 30, 32, 36, 40] . As far as we know, this is the first time a compositional principle for ensuring SN has been established for name passing processes with non-trivial use of replication. The proof method for SN is applicable to extensions of the presented formalism. In the following, we outline key technical ideas and relate our work to the existing literature.
The n-Calculus Following [8] , we use an asynchronous variant of the n-calculus [lo, 191; computation in this calculus is generated by interaction between processes.
Here y denotes a potentially empty vector y1 ...y,!, I denotes parallel composition, x(,t).P is input, and X ( C ) is asynchronous output. Operationally this reduction represents the consumption of an asynchronous message by a receptor. The idea extends to a receptor with replication where the replicated process remains in the con figuration after reduction. As a simple example of a process, first consider thefonvarder agent Fw(nb)
which repeatedly inputs a value at a and outputs it immediately at b. As another example, the following is a client which requests at a to have returned a value via a privatc name c Z(c)c(y).P where a(c)c(y).f stands for (vc)(a(c) 1 c(y).P) with (vc) being a restriction operator. Using these agents, R below is a simple but interesting example of livelock R Fw(aa) 1 Z(c) c(y).P since R causes an infinite reduction sequence and the receptor c(y).P waits forever for an answer at e. In an untyped setting, R is equal to Z(c) c(y).P up to asynchronous bisimilarity, but the two are quite different regarding resource consumption. The next example shows how subtleties arise through new link creation of the n-calculus.
u(x).Fw(bx) I Z(c)Fw(cb) 16 After a one step reduction via a, we obtain Fw(bc) I Fw(cb) 16 which exhibits divergence.
Type Discipline for SN The type discipline of this paper is a simple refinement of [8] . Concretely, the system is based on two central ideas:
Linear types [ 12, 26, 27, 40] , which ensure that a channel is used exactly once for inputloutput and, for a replicated channel, an input occurs exactly once and output occurs zero or more times [8, 24, 29, 32, 36] . Action types with causality, where causality is represented by edges in a directed graph whose acyclicity ensures the absence of circular dependencies [26, 27, 401 
We can detect a cyclic dependency such as Fw(a6) I Fw(Dn) by looking at their types ! a + ? O and ! h + ? U [20,24.40] .
Proving SN for the Tc-Calculus To prove SN for typahle processes, the first idea would be, in the light of the previous examples, to show that reduction steps follow a noncircular ordering on free channels, e.g. the reductions of a(v)~Fw(aD)/Fw(bc) proceed at a, 0 and c in this order, but in (I(v)JFW(UD)IFW(~N) are repeated between a and 0. However, due to creation of new links and replication of temis, both crucial features of n-calculi, such reasoning is infeasible, at least in its naive form. Consider the process
which has type ! a @ !b. The process owns reductions first at a, then at b, then at a again. Further, the number of redexes increases exponentially in its course, bur the computation terminates. Such behaviour occurs when a process requests the same resource more than once in an interaction, e.g. in an encoding of the h-term h-yz.((xz)(yz)) [28] . The difficulty in analysing ( I ) can be seen by considering the following subterm of a one step descendant of (I). Introduction of a typed n-calculus where strong normalisability is ensured by typability. SN has significant consequences for the calculus, including the finite axiomatisation of the weak bisimilarity and the basic liveness in interaction.
Establishment of strong normalisability of typable processes combining ideas from traditional SN proofs for typed A-calculi with process-theoretic reasoning.
Embedding, using Milner's encoding [28] , of the simply typed A-calculus with sums and products (A+,x,+) into our typed x-calculus. The embedding is fully abstract w.r. Structure of the Paper Section 2 introduces the syntax and the type discipline. Section 3 proves the main result, the strong normalisability. Section 4 presents the complete axiomatisation of weak bisimilarity. Section 5 gives a fully abstract encoding of A+,x,+. Section 6 briefly outlines further results. The technical details, including omitted proofs, can be found in the full version [41] .
Processes and Qping

Processes
Following [8] , we use the asynchronous version of the xcalculus [IO, 191 with bound output [35] .
The boundlfree names are defined as usual and we assume the variable convention for bound names. The structural rules are standard except for omission of !P =!PIP and 'The full syntax includes branching, which is discussed in Section S.2.
for incorporation of congruence rules making output asynchronous [8] .
The reduction + is generated by the following rules.
The relation is defined over processes modulo closed under parallel composition, restriction and output.
and is
Types
Channel Types The following pairs of action modes [8,
201 prescribe how each channel is used in typed processes.
1 Linear input t Linear output
We also use I to indicate the presence of both input and output at a linear channel. p , q , . . . range over action modes.
For p # I, we write for the dual of p , a self-inverse map on the action modes such that 1 =t and T = ?. The modes correspond to ! I , ? I , ! w and introduced in [8] , except that the present modes indicate true linearity for linear channels (i.e. input and output occurs precisely once) and lack of divergence for replicated channels.
Using action modes, we first define the set of channel y p e s : they are assigned to names and indicate how channels would be used. In the first line T denotes the dual of T, which is the result of dualising all action modes; md (7) indicates the (outermost) action mode of T. A type of form (T,T), called a pair type, is an unordered pair of mutually dual types.
Following [8] we only consider types where, in ('to)&, each T; has mode ? (and dually for ('tI)?). This constraint, which comes from game semantics, is not essential for SN but simplifies presentation and proofs.
Action Types Channel types are assigned to free names of a process to specify possible usage of names. Action types, on the other hand, carry causality information [40] and witness the real usage of channels. Formally, an action type, denoted A , B , . . . , is a finite directed graph with nodes of the form px, such that: e no names occur twice; and 
Linear Typing
We are now ready to present the typing rules. Sequents have the form r t-P D A where is a finite map from names to We briefly illustrate the typing rules. In (Par), 'k'' controls composability, ensuring linearity of channels, and prevents circular dcpendency. In (Res), we do not allow T, ' ? or 4-channels to be restricted since they expect their dual actions to exist in the environment (cf. [8, 17, 20, 26] ). In addition to recording causality, (Id) ensures that x occurs precisely once (by C.') and that no free input is suppressed under the prefix. (Outt) also ensures that x occurs precisely once but permits suppression by the prefix since output is asynchronous. (In!) is the same as (Id) except that no free ?-channels are suppressed (if a ?-channel is under replication then it can be used more than once). (Out'?) and (Weak-'?) say that ?-channels occur zero or more times and do not suppress actions. Example 2.2 0 A copycat copies all information from one channel to another 14,221. We show, step by step, ii. (acyclicity) G ( P ) denotes a directed graph s.t.: ( I ) riodes are fn(P); arid ( 2 ) edges cue given by: x n y iff P Some notation which we use later:
E (v?)(QlR) s i t c h t h a r Q~x ( l ; ; ) . Q~n r Q r ! x (~)
.0 P J J Q % P+*Q+. 0 P J j % 3Q.P JJ Q. Further, P 0 SN(P) % -P o . 0 CSN(P) % SN(P) A ( f !8 Vri E W. P +" Ql,z 3 Ql E Q 2 ) .
Proposition 2.4 Let
ii. (one-step confluence
iii. (determinacy) (1) P --+ P' and SN(P') imply SN(P).
(2) P Q; (i = 1,2) imply Ql Qz. And (3) P 4
w SN(P) w CSN(P).
(i,ii) is proved as in [8] . (iii) is standard [ I ] all using (ii).
Strong Normalisation
This section proves the following result.
Theorem 3.1 (main theorem, strong normalisation) r k P D A CSN(P)
A few significant consequences of the theorem will be discussed in Sections 4, 5 and 6. In the proof, we first introduce the extended reduction relation ++, which eliminates all cuts (mutually dual channels) in a typed process. P U, , SN,(P) and CSN,(P) are given as P 0, SN(P) and CSN(P), using instead of -+. A ++-redex is a pair of terms which form a redex for M in a given term. We say process P is prime with subject x if either P is input with subject at x or P = X(y1 ..~,~)ni~/P, such that each P, is prime with subject yi where I l ; E I P ; denotes the parallel composition of { P , } j E l (if I = 0 then n;E,f, = 0). We assume all prefixed terms to be primes throughout the rest of the section (which does not lose generality up to f ) . NF, is given by {r t f , f 174). Note then IIiE/P; E NF,.
Proposition 3.3
Let all processes be typed below.
ii. (CR) I f f ++* Q; then Q; M* R (i = 1,2).
iii. (determinacy) I f P -P' and SN,(f') then SN,(P).
Thus P .U-, ifSN,(P) i'CSN,(P).
Note that the Church-Rosser property is no longer one-step. The proof proceeds by 'postponing' applications of H~.
Semantic Types
Semantic types are provably strongly normalising typed terms of some kind. We need some preliminaries. Figure 3 .
In Figure 3 , r a n d rur respectively denote the result of dualising all types in r and the name-wise union of types. For the proof of (i), we use PlQ ut. implies P U, and Q 0,.
For (iii), "then" is trivial, while "if" is by I-+ being CR. (iv)
is because c(@pixi) = 0 in this case.
Main Proofs
First we show that all (typable) normal forms are semantically typed. The difficult case here is output E(x')P to repli- for a process in normal form in a prime semantic type. Also throughout the proof we set f n ( A ) = { U ; } and f n ( B ) = {b,}. The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of P. We only list two cases, see [41] for the remaining cases. 
(.').e because after reduction Z(2)P 1 !a(.?).Q -+ (v7)(PJ
(Inaction). By c ( 0 )
=
Characterisation of Bisimilarity
As a striking consequence of the strong normalisability of typed processes, this section shows that weak bisimilarity has a finite axiomatisation.
Typed Transitions and Typed Bisimulations
o p e d transitions describe the observations a typed observer can make of a typed process. Typed transitions are a proper subset of untyped transitions while not restricting .r-actions: hence typed transitions restricts observability, not computation. First, unrjped transitions P + Q, with labels T, x(y') and X(y) are generated by the following rules.
I X(y').P .\-(T2 p X(2)P 33) p !.(,').P .I(.,, pl!x(y').p
The communication and contextual rules are standard except for closure under asynchronous output. r t P --!+ r.?:? t Q iff (1) r t P D A , (2) P -!+ Q with bn(1) n f n ( r ) = 0, (3) if I x E IAl then fn(1) # x , and (4) if ! x E ] A / and active(/) = x then 1 is input.
I
Using typed transitions, we define bisimulations. Let us say a relation over typed processes is typed if it relates only processes with identical base and action type. A typed relation is a typed congruence when it is a typed equivalence closed under typed contexts, contains and allows weakening of bases in the standard way [S, 321. A typed relation R is a weak bisimulation, or a bisimulation, if r t PRQ implies: whenever r t-P -+ f' then there is a typed transition sequence r t -Q Q' such that PRQ, as well as the symmetric case. By replacing ==+ with -+, we obtain a strong bisimulation. If r t P R Q for some weak (resp. strong) bisimulation R, we write r t P x Q (resp. r t-P -Q). Finally, x (resp. -) is called weak (resp. strong) bisimilarity.
The weak bisimilarity is often simply called bisimilarity.
Characterisation
Let ++ be the transitive, symmetric closure of e U E. We now show that t-) completely characterises bisimilarity.
Definition 4.1
0 The relation -' is the least congruence such that
=,Cd,PlQ-'QlP and ( P J Q ) l R r ' P J ( Q J R ) .
0 The relation D is the least typed precongruence containing r' such that PI0 D P,
e P is in D-norma[ form if P E NF, and P D Q implies
Clearly D-normal forms are representatives of NF,, in fact precisely those generated by the rules in $3.1.
Lemma 4.2 i. rfr t P DA then there is a D-normal form
ii. Let P and Q be two typable D-normal forms. Then Q such that P e* Q.
The proof of Lemma 4.2 uses Theorem 3.9. The key observation for the proof of (ii) is that D-normal forms are a class of processes where trace equivalence, M and E' (hence also -and r) coincide.
The proof for (i) essentially proceeds by showing R U id to be a typed bisimulation where R is inductively generated by the following rules:
(?).e R C[(v);)(PlQ>l I !x(>;).Q (vx)!x(y').Q R 0
Here C [ ] is an arbitrary context not binding x.
The additional reduction rules are defined as: To establish (ii), assume that P M Q. By Lemma 4.2 (i) we can find D-normal forms P,f and Qnf of P and Q re-
x[&i(yi).pil Ixini(Yj).Q (vyj)(Pj 1 e)
spectively such that P e* 4, . and Q e* Q,,p Hence by (i) P,,, M Q,,p But Lemma 4.2 (ii) implies that M restricted to D-normal forms is contained in W, hence P e* P,!p-+ Q,!r and Q c+* e,,+ which means P H Q, as required. Then H is defined similarly as Definition 3.2. The linear typing rules are given in Appendix A. All arguments and results in the preceding sections carry over to the full syntax
Fully Abstract Embedding of h-+,x,+
The Functional Calculus
We use the simply typed h-calculus with products and sums (h,,,,+ from now on) as a testbed for the expressiveness of the presented calculus. We have chosen because of its rich type structures and non-trivial equational theory. For simplicity we omit base types other than unit. We review the syntax of types and terms bclow, with i ranging over { 1,2}. Let us say A is closed when md(A) C: {!, L ) . Now write I-t-P 4;. when P 4 (vy)(xini(Z)PolR) with x $2 {y} where I-t -P D A@ T x with A closed. We then define Ss,, as the maximum typed congruence such that if I-t P %,, Q and r t P 4,;. then k Q 4; (cf. [21, 40] Figure 4 . It adapts Milner's call-by-name encoding [28] ? A minor change is Proposition 2.3 (i): for a r-channel, "precisely once" becomes, under a branching input, "precisely once in each branch".
We omit inr(M) and q ( M ) .
For the copy-cats of unary types we assume the indexing sets to be singletons For completeness, we use a specific class of linear processes. Let us say P is sequential [8] if it is typable by the same system as Figures 2 and rules in Appendix A, augmented with the sequentiality constraint in Figure 1 of [8] .
A key lemma for completeness follows. For the proof, we use Lemma 5 . I , and by assuming, via Theorem 3.9, the context to be in NF,, we obtain n,,R,, and Q of desired types.
The final step is to show that each process with A+,x,.ktypes is translatable to a canonical norr?ial forrn [4, 22] (CNF) whose grammar is given below. We omit the typing and reduction rules. CNFs are translated to A,,,,+-terms in the standard way without changing their compositional behaviour, which we write F" (see [41] for definition). The range of this map exhausts all normal forms of A+,x,+. We can now prove: 
Discussion and Further Work
Summary The present study is part of our quest to articulate significant classes of computational behaviour using typed n-calculi. Previous work [8] introduced ajjine, seqiiential types for the n-calculus and established full abstraction for an encoding of PCF. Using causality between names, the present text refines affine, sequential types into linear types to ensure strong normalisability and full abstraction for A,,x,+. Figure 5 shows the relationship between these results. adds causality to action types, and Seq stands for the inclusion of the sequentiality constraints used in [8] . State and Non-functional Control It is an important subject of study to extend our typing system to allow incorporation of state and non-functional control. The resulting calculi would be useful as a theoretical basis for the application of SN in a wider realm. Such a formalism might also be useful as a meta-language for logical systems with e.g. non-deterministic cut elimination procedures. So far we have verified that our proof method is also applicable to SN for first-order stateful processes, albeit under a sequentiality constraint [8] . We foresee no fundamental difficulty in extending the results to concurrent stateful computation, although the lack of the Church-Rosser property would make reasoning harder.
Complex Causality The present work adds minimum causality to the system in [8] to ensure SN of replicated processes. However, our SN proof seems to be able to cope, without significant change, with more complex causality relations: for example, we could relax the channel type constraints and extend action types to finite graph structures between arbitrary linear nodes as in [40] . An even wider class of SN interactions would be typable if we further allowed edges of the more general form px -+ qy, where p E {J, t, ? }
and q E {!,J,T} (i.e. replicated and linear nodes can be mixed). Diverse structures would be embeddable in such an extension, including full proof nets [7] . The status of strong reduction would become subtle in this setting, cf.
[ 121.
Second-order and Other Extensions
Can the presented results be augmented to cover more expressive notions of types studied in functional calculi? Adding recursive types [29, 39] easily leads to a system that is not strongly normalising: for example, the encoding, following Figure 4 , of (hx.xx)(hr.xx) would be typable. Regarding second-order types, our recent work [9] demonstrates that such extensions coexist harmoniously with SN, as they do in the corresponding functional calculi. In particular, the causality constraints formalised in the present paper are sufficient to encode System F fully abstractly in the second-order extension of the present system. Other, more refined type structures would also be worth studying in the present context: the n-calculus offers a natural habitat to SN typing systems for stateful, interactive and mobile computation.
Game Semantics In game semantics, "winning strategies" represent strong normalisation [3] . This representation ensures, essentially by definition, that composition of two winning strategies will never go into infinite T-actions (which would make the strategy partial). This extensional representation of SN docs not directly suggcst concrete type disciplines to ensure SN for mobile processes (although the liveness property discussed in Proposition 6.1 closely corresponds to the games-based characterisation of SN). On the other hand, the present work may offer new ways to formulate the notion of SN in game semantics, where acyclicity conditions are explicitly incorporated into game types.
